INCLUDED IN THE BOX

- iDea TACO DUAL (X2)
- PROTECTIVE CAP BAG (X2)
- USB CABLE (X2)
- AUX LINE-IN CABLE (X2)
- USER GUIDE
- WARRANTY CARD

BUTTON FUNCTIONS

- [LED] [MIC]
- [K1]: Bluetooth Play Together
  Power On & Power Off
- [K2]: Volume Up & Next
- [K3]: Pause & Play
  Answer & Hang Up
  Discoverable Mode
- [K4]: Volume Down & Previous
- [LED]: The Led Indicator

- [K5]: DC5V 500mA~2.1A
  Charging Port
- [K6]: Aux Input Port
  Reset The Device

Before using your new Taco Dual stereo speaker, you should check its power status, and charge it if not with necessary power:
- Press [K1] once, and the blue led indicator is on for 3 seconds, indicating the device is with necessary power.
- Press [K1] once, and no led indicator is on, indicating the device is without power.

Remarks:
Under operation, when the battery power is low, a caution tone will be emitted every 30 second, indicating it's time to charge the speaker.
1. Press and hold the power buttons on the two speakers at the same time. Please loosen the power button while heard of the prompt tone “power on”, automatic connection of Taco Dual will be finished within 30 seconds. The speakers will make prompt tone “connected left channel; connected right channel”, then the left channel speaker’s blue LED will blink fastly; the right channel speaker’s blue LED will blink slowly so the pairing of both speakers is completed.

2. Hold and press the left channel speaker to enter the mode of Bluetooth pairing. it will have prompt tone “pairing successful”, The red and blue LED of Taco Dual will flash alternately. Then Bluetooth pair is successful, Taco Dual can be searched by other Bluetooth devices.

3. The pairing taco's device name is “iDea Taco Dual”, click for connecting Bluetooth devices, speakers will remind “pairing successful; second device connected”, then Taco Dual can work.

4. It just hold and press one of Taco Dual's power button while power off. the other Taco Dual also will be power off. Their button's functions are same while they complete the pairing.

The speakers will connect with smart phone automatically after the first successful pairing when you power on.
BLUETOOTH PAIRING & CONNECTION

Followings conditions need to set pairing again:
1. Reset
2. Do not use speakers for long time (more than 3 months)
3. Using taco alone (please clear up records about Bluetooth devices which are already connected with smart phone after use taco alone)

Hold and press power on button for 10 seconds until the red & blue LED of Taco Dual will flash alternately, and also heard of remind voice “toot”, then loose the power on button; the speakers can complete the first pairing automatically within 30 seconds. The speakers will make prompt tone “connected left channel; connected right channel”, then the left channel speaker’s blue LED will blink fastly; the right channel speaker’s blue LED will blink slowly so the pairing of both speakers is completed.

Please repeat Step 2rd-4th.
NFC COMMUNICATION

1. The NFC function is optional. Please check if the Taco Dual speaker and the Bluetooth device at your hand are both with this function. With NFC function built-in, you could connect, and disconnect the speaker with the Bluetooth device through NFC communication.

2. When the Taco Dual speaker under discoverable mode, hand the NFC enabled Bluetooth device close to the NFC induction zone marked on the Taco Dual speaker, and hand away upon a tone emitted, indicating the Bluetooth connection started.

3. When the Taco Dual speaker is established Bluetooth connection with a NFC enabled Bluetooth device, hand the device close to the NFC induction zone marked on the Taco speaker, and hand away upon a tone emitted, indicating the Bluetooth disconnection and the speaker goes back to discoverable mode.

Remarks:
Before attempting to operate NFC communication, make sure your Bluetooth device is with NFC function enabled.